SISAWKILH

Lhmayctmcwilh ala Nuxalkulmcilh ats

We deliver this notice from Nuxalkulmc.

August 16, 2021
[159-08-25]

TO: JUGGERNAUT EXPLORATION LTD.
CC: Canada & Province of British Columbia

RE: EVICTION FROM NUXALKULMC
Yaw!
We first acknowledge Alhkw’ntam for all that has been provided since the beginning
of time and is still provided today. We are the People of Nuxalk, human beings
placed by Alhkw'ntam. We are the lawful authority with jurisdiction here.
Juggernaut has never received consent through our Ancestral Government to operate
here in Nuxalkulmc (Sovereign Nuxalk Territory). Tenures and permits issued by
Canada or British Columbia are in violation of our human rights. You have been
exploring here despite our opposition to your work. You are violating Nuxalk
Protocols and Laws.
It is our responsibility as Nuxalkmc to uphold Nuxalk Law and to maintain the
integrity of these lands for those yet to be born. It is our right to determine
access to Nuxalkulmc and to prevent trespass.
Juggernaut staff & contractors are trespassing and must stop work immediately.
You are responsible to notify your staff and contractors to stop exploration work
immediately, to remove your equipment from the sites you refer to as “Goldstandard
Property” and “Goldstar Property” and to return any and all “samples” you have
taken.
Please ensure all of your equipment, staff and contractors are no longer in
Nuxalkulmc by 11 pm Wednesday August 18, 2021. To ignore this order and to
continue your activities is to knowingly and willingly violate our human rights.
It is time for our human rights to be respected.
Way! .

____________________

Nuskmata, Sisawktimut
(on behalf of Nuxalkmc for our Putl’lt)

Please communicate with Nuskmata by email (nuskmata@protonmail.com) to confirm
your receipt of and compliance with this order and to arrange the return
of “samples” that may have been removed from Nuxalkulmc.

